AFA Policy
Banishment from AFA Shows

A person/breeder/shelter may be banned from showing, attending, or having any participation in an AFA show. This banishment may be a result of, but not limited to, unsportsmanlike conduct, allegations of animal neglect or cruelty, falsification of identity of a ferret, falsification of age, date of birth, sire, dam, breeder, vaccination information, ADV testing information or health status.

Any banishment will be reviewed and determined by a committee comprised of the AFA President, Vice-President, Shows & Special Events Director and the Judges Administrator.

When a person / breeder / shelter has been banned from AFA shows, no ferret that was owned by that person or facility may be shown in an AFA show (any class) for one year from the date the ban was effective. If ownership of a ferret from the banned party had been transferred prior to the ban and this can be determined beyond a reasonable doubt to AFA's Show Committee and Judges Administration Board, the AFA may allow that ferret to be shown by its new owner.

If the AFA has levied a ban of 5 years or more, all points and titles earned on ferrets owned by the banned party are forfeited.